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If X* is a weakly compactly generated (WCG) Banach space, then X admits an 
equivalent C’smooth norm. If a WCG Banach space X admits a Ck-smooth 
function with bounded support, then X admits Ck-smooth partitions of unity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A real Banach space X is weakly compactly generated (WCG) if there is a 
weakly compact subset Kc X with X = Sp K, the norm closed linear hull of 
K. The class of WCG spaces encompasses separable and reflexive spaces as 
well as those having a shrinking Markus’evic’ basis, that is, there is a 
biorthogonal system {xi,.f;:Jipr, xi E X, &E X* with Sp{xi) =X and 
* The author’s research supported in part by a grant from NSERC (Canada). 
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sp (fi} =X*. (If {fi} is total over X, rather than Sp(f,} = X*, we say X has a 
Markus’evic’ basis [ 131.) 
A norm on a Banach space is locally uniformly rotund (LUR) if 
lim /Ix,, - xl1 = 0 for x,x, E X for which lim 2 llxll* + 2 IIxn/12 -
Ilx + %112 = 0 ( see, e.g., [4]). WCG spaces are among those that can be 
LUR-renormed. There is a proof presented herein of this result which is 
simpler than the original result in [ 161. Recall that X need not be WCG if 
X* is WCG [ 111. Further, even if X is WCG and admits a Ck-smooth norm. 
we cannot ensure that such a norm also can be made LUR [6]. 
It was shown in [8] that for a Banach space X which is a subspace of a 
WCG space Y the following three properties are equivalent: 
(i) X admits a Cl-smooth real-valued function with bounded 
nonempty support. 
(ii) X admits C’smooth partitions of unity. 
(iii) X admits an equivalent norm which is C’-smooth (away from the 
origin). 
(Note that here, and throughout the paper, Ck-smoothness is in the 
Frechet sense.) 
In this paper, which is a sequel to (81. we give a new sufficient condition 
(see Theorem 2.1) for a Banach space to admit a CL-smooth norm (thus 
completely solving Lindenstrauss’ problem 13 in [ 121). Also the above- 
mentioned result in [8] is partially extended to the case where k > 1. 
Namely, we show that (i) implies (ii) for k > 1, including k = so0 
(Theorem 3.1), however, whether or not (ii) implies (iii) in this setting 
remains an open problem. 
Our renorming result is based on [7] where some ideas of M. I. Kadec 
(see, e.g., [S 1) are used and a new technique of using distances from “nice” 
convex sets, compact in some sense, rather than distances from finite- 
dimensional subspaces. The proof of the result on partitions of unity is a 
modification of Torunczyk’s argument [ 151 by using “multiplied” coor- 
dinates and some ideas from [3, 10, 161. Of course, the fundamental result of 
Amir and Lindenstrauss [ 11 on the projectional resolution of the identity on 
WCG spaces (for a version of their result see Section 3, Theorem B) will be 
a basic tool throughout this paper. 
2. LUR RENORMING 
2.1. THEOREM. Let Y be an LUR Banach space with B, its unit ball and 
let T. Y -+ X* be a bounded linear operator with T(Y) norm dense in X* and 
T(B,) weak* compact in X*. Then X* admits an equivalent dual norm 
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which is LUR. In particular, X admits an equivalent norm which is C’- 
smooth (away from the origin). 
ProoJ Let K= T(B,), (. ( be the original norm on X* and p(x, C) = 
inf{]x-y]:yE C) for xEX*, CcX*. Define, for xEX*, 
y’(x) = /xl2 +z: p.qEN 
w is weak * lower semicontinuous ince ]. ] and p are. Also w is convex and 
uniformly norm continuous on bounded subsets of X*. The Minkowski 
functional ]( . ]( of the set {x E X*: v(x) < 1) is an equivalent dual norm on 
X* which we claim is LUR. 
To substantiate this claim, we suppose x,, xE X*, ]]x,,]] = ]]x]] = 1, 
lim((x+x,]]=2 and O<E<(X] and will show that liminf]x,-xl<&. 
Now, I = v(x) = 1 and lim ~(f(x t x,)) = 1. Thus, 
lim[&?(x) t fv2(x,) - w’(i(x t x,)] = 0, 
and from a convexity argument, for each p, q E N, 
IiF (+pl (x,:K)++p2 (xn,FK) -P2 (+-(x+xfi),$X)) =O. 
Further, by the convexity of p, 
$32 (x,iK) + +2 (xn,;x) -p2 &(x t x,$K) 
a$ (P (xp) -P (x.,;K))2i 
so for each p, q E N, 
1iFp (x,,$K) =p (x,:X). 
Using the continuity of p(x, aK) on {a > 0) for x fixed, choosep, q E N so 
that 6 = p(x, (p/q)K) E (s/4, s/2) and, for this choice of p and q set K, = 
(PlqW. 
Let y, be the nearest point to x, in K,. Then, since lim ~(x,,, K,) = 
p(x, K,) = 8, it is easily seen that on the half lines [y,, x,) there are points 
XL such that lim Ix, - x; ( = 0 and p(x;, K,) = 6. Since the functions involved 
are uniformly continuous on bounded sets, we may, and do, assume that 
x,=x:,. 
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So far we have the following situation: x,, x lie on the boundary of the 
weak* closed set K,=K,+B6(0), where B,(O)={yEX*:lyl<6} and 
lim p($(x + x,J, K,) = 6. Therefore, denoting by I\(. )(I the norm given by K,, 
we have II(x,[(l = lllxlll= 1 and lim J(Jx + x,(1( = 2. Choosef, E X** such that 
Illf,lll= 1 and f,(x + x,J = lllx + x, 111. Then limf,,(x) = limf,(x,) = 1. 
Now, there are y,y, E K, and z, z, E B6(0) so that x =y + z and 
x, = yn f z,. Using the notation sup(f, K) = sup{f(x): x e K), we have that 
lim,tsuptf,~ K,) - f,,(y)) = lim,ttsw(f,, y K,) - L(Y)) + (sup(f, 9 B,(O)) - 
f,(z))) = 0 and, since both summands are nonnegative, it follows that 
lim,(sup(f,, K,) -f,(y)) = 0. Similarly, lim,(sup(f,, K,) -f,,(~l,,)) = 0. 
We now show that lim inf sup(f,, K,) > 0. To this end, recall that 
limf,(x) = 1 and, since Illf,lll= 1 and B,(O) c K,, note that sup{&(x): 
Ix\< 1) < l/S. N ow take r > 0 such that p(x, rK) < $3. Then, for v E rK 
with lx - VI < 3, sup(f,, rK) > If,,(u>l I.MxI - lf,(v - XI> IfAx)l - id 
(l/6) > $, for n sufficiently large. Thus there is a subsequence (nk} such that 
lim ~up(f,~, K,) = I > 0. 
Let 1. II denote the 4/p multiple of the LUR-norm on Y and set y = Tw. 
Y,, = Twnk, for w, w,, E (p/q) B, = K and hnk = If,,tr)l;’ LL,(T). Thus 
IWII G 15 lW”Jl < 19 lhlkll = 1 and lim hnk(w) = lim h,Jw,J = 1, since 
lim If,,,(T)I1 = limf,,(Tw) = limf,,,(Tw,,) = 1. Therefore, lim inf I w + w,, 1, > 
lim inf h,Jw + w,,J = 2 and, since I . (, is LUR, lim ( w,,~ - w/, = 0. Thus, 
lim 1~“~ --yl = 0 and 
lim inf I z,~ 
lim inf /x,~ - x/ = lim inf / y,!, + z,~ -j’ - z 1 < 
-z(<liminf(lznkl+1zI)<26<c. 
To complete the proof it suffices to recall Lovaglia’s result that a norm on 
X is C’smooth if the dual norm on X* is LUR (cf. 151). 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let X be a Banach space such that X* is a subspace 
of a WCG space Y. Then X* admits an equivalent dual LUR norm. 
Proof. Following [ 71, we first observe that the subspace E c Y* 
generated by the functionals whose restrictions to X* are weak* continuous 
is {-norming on Y (that is, for each y E Y, a / yl< sup(f(x):fE E. IfI < 1 }). 
To see this, take y E Y, ( y( = 1 and consider two cases. First, if 
p(y, X*) < i, choose y, E X* such that / y -y, I < $ and then choose 
fEXcX** such that Ifi = 1 andS(y,) > lyl- a. Extendfto Y with norm 
1 and also denote this extension by f: Then f(y) >f(y,) - jf(y - y, )I > 
l?‘ll-f-~~I~vI-ly--y,l--‘r~. On the other hand, if p(y,X*)>,S. 
choose fE Y*, f= 0 on X*, llfll= [p(y,X*)]-’ and f(y)= 1. Then 
&y,X*)f is a norm 1 functional on Y which belongs to E and 
AY. x*)f(Y) a i. 
Therefore the norm on Y defined by /I yll = sup(f(y): IfI < l,fE E} is an 
equivalent norm on Y which is w(Y, E)-lower semicontinuous. We will use 
this norm. 
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Let T: Y* -+ c,(T) be a one-to-one, weak* to weak-continuous bounded 
linear operator constructed as in [I]. Then T*: 1,Q + Y maps l,(r) onto a 
norm dense subset of Y. Furthermore, it is well known that Z,(r) has an 
equivalent dual LUR norm. (Consider (Ix]:,,,, + ]~1:~(~))“* and use the fact 
that on the unit sphere of l,(r) the norm and weak*-topologies coincide.) 
Thus, by the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can construct on Y an equivalent 
norm which is LUR and is w(Y, E)-lower semicontinuous, ince T*(B,) c Y 
is weakly compact and ]]a (( on Y is w(Y, E)-lower semicontinuous. The 
restriction of this norm to X* is the desired norm on X*. 
2.3. COROLLARY. If X* has a Markus’evic’ basis (fi, hi}iar, fi E X*, 
hi E X**, II&II < 1 such that, for each x E X, {A(x)} E c,(T), then X* 
admits an equivalent dual LUR norm. 
ProoJ The operator TX = {A(x)} maps X one-to-one continuously into 
c,(T). So T*: I,(r) --) X* maps I,(r) onto a norm dense subset of X*. In fact, 
if e, denotes a unit vector of 1,(r), then for each x E X, (r*e,)(x) = ei(Tx) = 
A(x). Since l,(r) has an equivalent dual LUR norm (see the previous proof) 
the desired result follows from Theorem 2.1. 
2.4. Remark. The hypotheses of Corollary 2.3 are satisfied if, for 
example, 
(a) X has a shrinking Markuievit basis, or, 
(b) X* is WCG. 
Indeed, (a) follows immediately from the definition of a shrinking 
MarkuSeviT: basis and (b) can be seen as follows: If X* = Sp K, K weakly 
compact and absolutely convex, we can use the projectional resolution of 
identity from [l] to ensure that there is a MarkuSevE basis (ei,fi}iEr, 
eiEX*, fiEX**, with e, E K. Then weak compactness of {ei} U (0) 
immediately gives that for each x E X* *, {e,(x)} E c,(T). (We thank J. Reif 
for this observation.) 
2.5. Remark. Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 improve results in [ 171 and 191, 
respectively. 
3. SMOOTH PARTITIONS OF UNITY 
The main result of this section is 
3.1. THEOREM. If a Banach space X is a subspace of a WCG space Y 
and X admits a Ck-smooth, 1 < k < co, real-valued function Q with bounded 
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nonempty support, then X admits Ck-smooth partitions of unity subordinate 
to any locally Fnite, open covering. 
The proof will rely on the following two results. First, 
THEOREM A (Torunczyk). Let 1 < k < w be given. If there exists a 
homeomorphic embedding u: X --$ c,(T), for some r, such that its coordinates 
u, =p, o u are Ck-smooth, a E r, then X admits Ck-smooth partitions of 
unity. 
Second, we will use the following modification of the fundamental result of 
Amir and Lindenstrauss on projectional resolution of subspaces of WCG 
spaces (cf. IS, 9, 161). 
THEOREM B (Amir and Lindenstrauss). Let X be a subspace of a WCG 
Banach space Y. Then 
(a) There is a transfinite sequence Q, of continuous linear projections 
Qa: X + X, 0 < a < t, where 7 is a limit ordinal, such that Q, = 0, Q, # 0 for 
a>O, Q,=A Q,Q,=QbQ,=Q, if PO. Qax= IQo+lxlo<a for all 
x E X and <Q,+ 1 - Q,>X is separable. Further these projections have the 
following two properties: 
(i) For all x E X and E > 0, 
A(x, F)= {a < 7:IlQ,+, x- QA >4lQ,+,ll + IIQJII 
is finite; and, 
(ii) forallxEX,xE@U{(Q,+,-Q,)X:aEA(x)). 
where A(x) = U (A@, E): E > 0). 
(b) There is a continuous linear one-to-one operator T: X + c,(T) for 
some r. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let T: X + c,(T,) be a norm 1, linear, one-to-one 
operator constructed by Theorem B. Consider the projections Q,, 0 < a < r. 
from Theorem B and denote by r2 the set of all finite subsets of (0 < a < 7). 
For KET,, let {xS:}T=r be a dense sequence in the unit sphere of 
Sp U,,,AQ,+ 1 - QJX and let {f:}F=, b e continuous linear functionals on 
X such that llff/] = 1 and f:(e)= 1. For K E r, and n E N define 
projections P: on X by P:(x) = x -f:(x) 4. Further, for m E N, let 4, be a 
Ck-smooth function on X with d,(x) = 0 for x E U,, some neighbourhood of 
0, 4,,,(x) = a,,, > 0 for llxll>, l/m and 0 < 4, < 1. Similarly, for m E N, let 
v/,,, be a Ck-smooth function on X such that v,,,(x) = 0 for llxll< m, w,(x) = 
b, > 0 for llxll> c, and 0 < vrn < 1. 
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Let r be the disjoint union of N X N X N X r,, N X (0 < ,8 < r), N and 
r,. For each /? define an operator R on X by R, = (Q,, , - Q,)/ 
(II Q,+, II + II Q,ll>. Now define amap u: X-, c,(T) by 
@)(a> = $z Mmx>> n f i,%4 
4EK 
for a=(m,n,Z,K)ENxNxNxr,, 
= $ hn&x)~ for a=(m,@ENX (O,<,d<r}, 
= + V,(X>~ for a=m E N, 
= WK.@, for a=pa-,. 
We claim that u is a homeomorphic embedding of X into c,(T). To begin, 
we will show that u actually maps X into c,(T) continuously. A similar 
argument works for each line in the definition of U, so we will give the details 
for the first line only. 
Let x0 E X and 0 < E < 1 be given. Choose n, such that 1/2”0 < E. Then, 
for each a = (m, n, I, K) with max(m, n, 1) > q,, we have 1 u(x)(a)1 < E for 
each x E X, since 0 < oi < 1. 
Now choose 6 > 0 such that if llxll < 6, then #i(x) = 0 for i < n,. By 
Theorem B, there is L E r2 such that if /J 6Z L, then JIRbx,I( < d/2. Thus, if 
IIX - XOII < w and P @ L llR,xll G llRo+dl + IIRo(x - xdll < W) f 
(6/2) = 6. Therefore, if /lx - x,,II < 6/2, then u(x)(a) = 0 for each a = 
(m, n, Z, K), where max(m, n, I) < n, and K n ((0 Q a < /3}p) # 0. 
Finally, choose 6, > 0 such that, for each a = (m, n, Z, K) with 
max(m, n, 1) < n, and KcL, ( u(x)(a) - u(x,)(a)l < E provided 
llx--0lI < 4. 
Summarizing, we have that if x E X, IJx - x0(/ < min(6/2, a,), then 
) u(x)(a) - u(xo)(a)j < 2.5 for each a E N x N x N x r,. Also, I u(x,,)(a)l > E 
only for a = (m, n, I, K) with max(m, n, Z) < n, and Kc L. 
Since T is one-to-one, to prove that tl is a homeomorphic embedding of X 
into co(r), it suffices to show that xP E X, lim, u(x,) = ~(x,,), then (x,) is 
norm-relatively compact. First, observe that {x,} is bounded. To see this take 
12, > llxollv then w,Jxo) = 0 and, since limp v,,(xJ = w,&~)~ v,&,) c b,,, 
and thus Ilx,,lJ < c,~ for p >p,, where bnO and c,~ come from the definition of 
w no* 
Now, we show that for each E > 0, {x,} has a finite s-net. Given E > 0, 
choose m E N such that l/m < E and from the properties of the projections 
Q, in Theorem B, choose K cA(x,) and n E N such that ##:(x0)) = 0. 
Further, choose Z E N so that #r(R4xo) # 0 for each /I E K. We have 
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and 
for each /3E K. Since #,(R,x,)# 0, it follows that lim, d,(Pz(x,))= 
#,(P~(x,J) = 0. Thus, for p >p,, $,(P~(x,)) < a, and, consequently 
11 Pf(x,)ll = 1) xP -ff(x,) xt 11 < l/m < E. Therefore. p(x, , sp xt ) < F for 
p > po. Since sp XI is one dimensional and (x,,} is bounded, then (x,} has a 
finite 2snet. 
Since all of the coordinates of u are P-smooth on X. the desired result 
follows from Theorem A. 
3.2. Remark. Bonic and Frampton 131 have proved Theorem 3.1 in the 
case X is separable and Torunczyk [ 15 1 proved it for X reflexive provided X 
admits a C-smooth norm which is simultaneously LUR. 
3.3. Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.1 holds for any class of spaces 
which have “nice” projectional resolutions of unity. This is the case, for 
example, when X has a transfinite Schauder basis in the sense of [ 2 1 or if X 
is analytic in its weak topology 114, 181. 
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